
In Lost AdventuresLost Adventures, you are a character in an adventure archaeology movie 
competing to emerge from the editing room as the film’s protagonist. The 
film’s premise: the fabled lost chalicelost chalice of myth and legend may at last have been 
discovered. Race to uncover information about the lost temple in which it resides, 
then enter the lost temple and compete against your opponents to be first to 
pass through its perils to retrieve the chalice. 

You will be pursued throughout your adventure by an agent of the nefarious 

society of evil archaeologists, S.P.A.D.E.(*)  Gain advantages by acquiring 
hubris, but too much hubris puts you at great risk! Will you recover the lost 
chalice, or will you learn the fate of those who vainly seek glory, and realize all 
too late that some things are better left hidden?

*Society for the PreServation of antiquitieS DeviouSly extracteD



GAMEPLAY OVERVIEW
Lost Adventures uses two principal gameplay phases, emulating the familiar 
story structure of adventure archaeology movies.   

In the  Map PhaseMap Phase, you will have five turns to travel to various cities, face 
encounters, and earn the right to view  Temple Secrets cardsTemple Secrets cards, which contain 

information about the lost temple – where is it ( ), what perils does it contain 

( , ), which is the true chalice ( )?

In the Temple PhaseTemple Phase, the information you have acquired in the map phase will 
aid you as you are asked where is the lost temple and which is the true chalice, 
and as you face the temple perilsperils, in which you will jockey for position against 
your opponents.  Each of these activities will enable you to move on the temple temple 
tracktrack, which increases your score.  High score wins!

In both phases, you will be aided by your tableau of Character cardsCharacter cards.  Each card 
has two symbols.  Blue challenge symbolschallenge symbols help you to gain information in the 
map phase.  Red peril symbolsperil symbols help when facing temple perils, if you have the 
right ones.

You can take hubrishubris (tracked on the public side of your Player Notepad) to 
gain more information in the map phase, and to increase your bid when facing 
temple perils.  But at the game’s end, you must purge all of your hubris in the 
final hubris challengefinal hubris challenge; failing to purge your hubris proves you are unworthy, and 
your face will melt off!

GAME EQUIPMENT

1 BOARD

1 ENEMY 
AGENT PAWN PAWN

4 SETS OF 10 
CHARACTER CARDS

36 ENCOUNTER CARDS

22 TEMPLE 
SECRETS CARDS

5 PLAYER MEEPLES

note: the game incluDeS 5 meePleS but 
only 4 PlayerS may Play

PLAYER 
NOTEPAD SHEETS

40 CUBES

MAP MAP 
PHASEPHASE

TEMPLE TEMPLE 
PHASEPHASE



6. 6. Place a cube on each space above 
the Temple Secrets cards.

7. 7. Place a cube in each city of the 
Middle East ,  then place the 

remaining cubes in a supply  
 near the board. 

8. 8. Each player takes a set of 10 
matching Character cards, a 
notepad sheet and Player Meeple. 

a. a. E a c h  p l a y e r  c h o o s e s  2 
Character cards to place  
‘basic’ side up on the table 
i n  fro nt  o f  t h e m  t o  fo r m 
their  init ial  tableau.  The 
remaining cards stay in the 
player’s hand.

b. b. Place Player Meeples in the 
start area of the board.

SET UP
1. 1. Place the board in the center of 

the table.

2. 2. Separate the Encounter cards 
into 3 decks by shape. Shuffle 
each deck and place them near 
the board. 

3. 3. Separate the Temple Secrets 
cards by their back to create 2 
Location decks, 1 Approach deck, 
1 Temple deck, 1 Temple Exit deck 
and 1 Chalice deck. Shuffle each 
deck separately, then:

a. a. Place the top card from the 
Shape Location and Region 
Location decks face down 
under their corresponding 
spaces on the board.

b. b. Place the top 2 cards from the 
Approach face down under 
their corresponding spaces 
on the board. 

c. c. R e p e a t  s t e p  3 a  w i t h  t h e 
Temple deck.

d. d. Place the top 3 cards from 
the Chalice deck under their 
corresponding spaces on 
the board. 

e. e. Place the top card from the 
Temple Exit deck under its 
c o r re s p o n d i n g  s p a c e  o n 
the board. 

f. f. Return all  unused cards 
to the box. 

4. 4. Place the Enemy Agent Pawn 
Pawn in Berlin on the board.

5. 5. Place a cube on the first space of 
the Story Track.

SuggeStion: SuggeStion: Write your name on your Player notePaD Sheet, anD/or 
a name for your character. you can borroW a name from an aDventure 
archaeology movie, or make one uP, or uSe one of the characterS from 
the loSt aDventureS univerSe, Such aS:

1. Dr. ProtagoniSt

2. lieSl von ÖSterreich

3. baron reinharD flügelmann

4. Jean Saux-l’eau

5. valentina De la cruz

6. Deuce x. machina

7. muriel croW

8. lorD lionel licorice

9. vava vhoome

1111

2222

3333

3a3a3a3a

3b3b3b3b

3c3c3c3c
3d3d3d3d

3e3e3e3e

4444

8888 8a8a8a8a

8b8b8b8b

6666

5555

7777

7777



AGENT MOVESAGENT MOVES
Next, move the Enemy Agent Pawn 
pawn one space closer to your city 
for each cube in your city and each 
spade symbol on the back of the 
Encounter card you flipped over in 
the previous step. The agent does not 
use the shortcuts.

If the agent reaches your city, you 
must lose one clue point, unless you discard a character card (either from 
your hand or your tableau).

note: the back SiDe of each carD ShoWS the tWo challenge categorieS that may ShoW uP on an 
encounter carD (it iS the Same for all carDS in that tyPe of city). the uPPer Symbol iS PreSent 
on 8 of the carDS, anD the loWer Symbol iS PreSent on the other 4.

3.VIEW TEMPLE SECRETS
Now you will spend clue points you received in the previous step to look at 
Temple Secrets cards that have the symbol(s) of the city you are in. The cost 
to examine a temple secrets card is the number of cubes above that card on the 
board. Look at the card, make a note of its information on your notepad, and 
then return the card face-down after viewing it. 

You may continue looking at cards until you are out of clue points. If you 
don’t use all of your clue points, they are lost; you don’t carry them over 
between turns.

Once per turn, you may claim a cube from above any one temple secrets card 
you viewed. But, you may only take a cube if this will not result in the card 
having as many empty boxes as the player count. (e.g. in a 3p game, at most two 
players may claim a cube from a given temple secrets card) If you do not view 
any Temple Secrets cards–either because you don’t have enough clue points or 
you simply elect not to–you may claim one cube from your current city. 

Strategy hint:Strategy hint: acquiring cubeS iS imPortant to PaSS the final hubriS challenge, but taking a 
cube reDuceS the barrier for other PlayerS to examine that carD! 

During the encounter step, you may discard a cube you previously acquired to 
also count the  icons in the grey box on the encounter card as clue points. 
You must announce your intent to do this beforebefore flipping the encounter card.

/ / / /

i n  th i S  examPle ,  l i eSl 
muSt SPenD tWo clue PointS 
to vieW the “D” Peril carD, 
becauSe it haS tWo cubeS 
above it. She noteS on her 
notePaD that thiS Peril iS a 
“Puzzle” Peril.

MAP PHASE
Randomly choose a start player. The map phase lasts 5 rounds. In each round, 
beginning with the start player and continuing clockwise, each player takes a 
turn. On your turn, you perform the following four steps in order.

1.MOVE
Move your meeple to a different city up to three spaces 
away, following the red lines. You may not end in Berlin 
or the city with the Enemy Agent Pawn pawn. You may 
use the shortcuts to move from Berlin to Ankara or from 
Cairo to Venice, but not the other way. 

After you move, put a black cube from the supply into 
your city. If none are left, ignore this.

2.ENCOUNTER
CLUE POINTSCLUE POINTS
Take the top Encounter card for the city shape you are 
in and flip it over. Note its challenge category (A). Each blue symbol in your 
tableau (B) matching that challenge category gives you one clue pointclue point, used in 
the next turn step. 

AA BB BB

In addition, note the symbols in the white box on the back of the top card in 
the deck, which you have just uncovered. Each  adds one clue point. You may 
also receive a clue point for each  (C), but you must take one hubris (D). Take 
one hubris regardless of how many  are on the card. 

CC DD

note: Do not count  SymbolS in the grey box, unleSS you are Paying a cube from your oWn 
SuPPly (See vieW temPle SecretS).

taking hubriS

W h e n  y o u  t a k e  h u b r i S ,  f i l l  i n 
t h e  l e f t m o S t  e m P t y  b o x  o n  t h e 
h u b r i S  t r a c k  o f  y o u r  n o t e P a D . 
you can never loSe the hubr iS  you 
have taken!

/

/ / /

1  + 1  = 2 SPaceS



TEMPLE PERILS
Resolve each peril in this way: Write down a number in the box on your notepad 
corresponding to the current peril; this is your bidbid. Everyone: reveal at the 
same time. 

Reveal the temple secrets card for the current peril and note its red symbol. 
Count the number of red symbols in your character card tableau that match this 
symbol, and subtract this amount from your bid. Take hubris on your notepad 
equal to the difference. But, take one less hubris if you are behind the Enemy 
Agent Pawn on the temple track. If your hubris exceeds 15, you are eliminated 
from the game!

Next, determine the Enemy Agent Pawn’s bid by drawing four Encounter cards, 
the first of which is the top card on the deckthe first of which is the top card on the deck. Count the total number of spade 
symbols on all four cards; this is the agent’s bid.

note: the moSt common biD for the enemy agent PaWn Will be 4.
Move your meeple on the temple track by one space for each player whose bid 
is lowerlower than yours, plus one if the Enemy Agent Pawn’s bid is lower than yours. 
Do this for the Enemy Agent Pawn as well.

If a player (and not the Enemy Agent Pawn) is furthest along on the track, place 
a cube from the supply on that player’s space on the temple track. If, in a future 
peril, the Enemy Agent Pawn reaches that space, it skips over that space 
without counting it toward its total movement.

/ / / / /

A 3 4

/ / / / / /

A 3 2

in thiS examPle, for the 2nD 
Peril (b), lieSl (yelloW) biD 4 
(c)anD haS 3  SymbolS (D), 
anD thuS takeS 1 hubriS (e). 

muriel (PurPle) biD 2 (f) anD 
haS tWo   SymbolS (g), anD 
takeS no hubriS. 

four  encounter  carDS  are 
revealeD for the enemy agent 
PaWn; they have 3  SymbolS 
(h) making a biD of 3. 

So lieSl moveS 2 becauSe both 
muriel anD the enemy agent 
PaWn biD loWer than her.

the enemy agent PaWn moveS 1 
becauSe only 1 biD (muriel) WaS 
loWer than theirS.

finally, lieSl PlaceS a cube 
on her SPace, being the further 
Player along the track, anD in 
front of the enemy agent. 
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D
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G

F
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4.CHARACTER CARD STEP
Do one of the following:

 • Add a character card from your hand to the right 
end of your tableau, “basic” side up

 • Flip the leftmost card in your tableau currently 
on its “basic” side to its “iconic” side

You may not have more than 5 cards in your tableau. 
You may discard a card from your tableau at any time, 
returning it to the game box.

5.ROUND END
After everyone has taken one turn, the round has ended. The start player 
advances the cube to the next space on the story track. When it reaches the blue 
“temple city” space (after the 5th round), begin the Temple Phase immediately.

note:note: the Same Player remainS the Start Player for the entire maP PhaSe.

   STOP HERE!   
If you are learning the game for the first time, we recommend you stop the rules 
explanation here and begin playing the Map Phase. Once you have reached the 
end of the Map Phase, proceed to learning the rules of the Temple Phase.

TEMPLE PHASE
The temple phase consists of moving the cube along the story track and 
resolving each space that it lands on. You will use your notepad to write down 
a response for each space on the track. To prepare for the temple phase, shuffle 
all of the Encounter cards together into a single pile.

TEMPLE CITY
Each player: write on the “temple location” space on your Player Notepad the 
letter of the city that you think contains the temple: Budapest (A), Bucharest 
(B), Ankara (C) or Iskenderun (D). Cover what you have written with your hand 
until everyone is ready, then all reveal at the same time.

Flip the two blue Temple Secrets cards in the “location” 
area; they will uniquely determine one of these four cities 
by city shape and region.

 • If you wrote the correct city, place your meeple 
on the “correct city” space on the temple track.

 • If you wrote the wrong city but chose the other 
city from the correct region, place your meeple 
on the “correct region” space.

 • Otherwise place your meeple in the “wrong 
region” space. 

Place the Enemy Agent Pawn on the  space.

+1

OR



/ / / / / // // // // / /

A 3 22 4 A 2
+ X

/// /

Muriel
Do this four times. If, after 
revealing four cards, you 
have canceled all of your 
hubris, you have survived. If 
y o u  s t i l l  h av e  h u b r i s 
remaining, your face has 
melted off  and you are 
eliminated from the game!

note:note: StatiStically, your four carD fliPS ShoulD Purge about 6 hubriS. if you Were to Pay four 
cubeS, thiS ShoulD Purge about 5 aDDitional hubriS.

WINNER
Your score is the number on your space on the temple track. Of the players who 
were not eliminated by the Enemy Agent Pawn or by hubris, the player with 
the highest score is the winner; your character has been chosen as the film’s 
protagonist! If two or more players are tied, they share victory.

SuggeStion: SuggeStion: uSe the “Pivotal Scene” area of your Player notePaD to Write DoWn a memorable 
moment from the game, to helP commemorate thiS SeSSion for PoSterity!
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TRUE CHALICE
Write on your notepad which you think is the true chalice (A, B, C, or D). All 
players reveal simultaneously.

Reveal the three chalice Temple Secrets cards by the board; these are NOT the 
true chalice. The true chalice is the one notnot represented on one of these cards.

 • If you wrote the correct chalice, move forward 3 spaces on the 
temple track.

 • If you wrote a chalice adjacent to the true chalice, move forward 1 space 
and take 1 hubris. (e.g. B and D are adjacent to A)

 • If you chose the chalice that is not adjacent to the true chalice, take 2 
hubris. (A&C are not adjacent, B&D are not adjacent).

TEMPLE EXIT
The temple exit is a peril that is resolved in the usual way, except thatexcept that when the 
peril is revealed, it indicates one of the four previous perils, labeled A, B, C, or 
D. When paying for your bid, consider the number of symbols you have in your 
tableau that match thatthat peril.

FINAL HUBRIS CHALLENGE
The game ends when the cube reaches the last space on the story track. To 
prepare for the hubris challenge, shuffle together all of the Encounter cards.

Your final score is given by the number on your space on the temple track. If 
the Enemy Agent Pawn has a higher score than you, the enemy has defeated 
you; you are eliminated from the game!

The remaining players face the hubris challenge in reverse score order, lowest 
to highest. If two players are tied in score, whoever has the most hubris faces 
the challenge first; if they are tied in hubris, whoever has fewer cubes faces 
the challenge first.

When you face the challenge, flip the next encounter card and look at the 
symbols on the top card in the deck. Each  or  symbol in the white box 
cancels one hubris on your notepad (ignore spade symbols); make a slash mark 
through the rightmost filled box.

Once per card, discard a cube from your own supply (if you have one) and cancel 
one hubris on your notepad for each  in the grey box.



REFERENCE
MAP PHASE TURN SEQUENCE:
1. 1. Move up to three spaces, place 

2. 2. Flip encounter card, count clue points, move 

3. 3. View Temple Secrets cards (optional: take a )

4. 4. Add a character card or flip leftmost card to its iconic side

TEMPLE PERIL SEQUENCE:
1. 1. Write bid on notepad; reveal

2. 2. Reveal peril card, take hubris

3. 3. Draw 4 Encounter cards, count  symbols for Enemy Agent Pawn’s bid

4. 4. Move 1 space for each player/  with a lower bid than you (furthest 
player: place a cube on your space from the supply). Do this for the enemy 
agent as well

FINAL HUBRIS CHALLENGE
Reveal four cards, purge one hubris for each  or . Discard a cube from your 
own supply to count  in the grey box.

SYMBOLS

Challenge Categories:Challenge Categories: Temple Perils:Temple Perils:

Luck Heat Puzzle

Wits Climb React

Escape Fear

Encounter Symbols:Encounter Symbols:

SYMBOLSYMBOL MAP PHASEMAP PHASE
TEMPLE TEMPLE 
PERILSPERILS

HUBRIS HUBRIS 
CHALLENGECHALLENGE

1 clue point Purge 1 hubris

1 clue point, +1 
hubris (for all)

Purge 1 hubris

Move Enemy 
Agent Pawn 

1 space

+1 to Enemy 
Agent bid


